In this paper we present a parallel algorithm for the channel routing problem, using the knock-knee mode. The algorithm requires O(log A') time with O(N*/log N) (N number of nets) processors on a CREW-PRAM.
Introduction
Channel routing is an important problem in the layout design of two-dimensional circuits. The general routing problem consists of a routing area with modules or macros placed on it. Certain terminals which are located on opposite edges of different modules must be connected (see Fig. 1 ). The routing can be viewed as consisting of two phases. In the first phase, a plane wire layout is determined, i.e., an assignment of wires to regions in the plane. In the second phase the wires are assigned to a small fixed number of layers.
To state the problem more precisely, we need some definitions.
A channel of width m is a rectilinear grid determined by horizontal lines j, 0 1j5 m + 1, (called tracks) and vertical lines i, O<is n. A two-terminal net is given by a pair of integers (t(l), l), 1~ t(l), IS n, where t(1) stands for the crossing point of track 0 and vertical line t (l) , and determines the input terminal, and I stands for the crossing point of track m + 1 and vertical line I, and determines the exit terminal.
A channel routingproblem (CRP) is a collection of nets, where no two nets share an input or exit. A permutation channel routing problem (PCRP) is a CRP with the additional property that for all vertical lines i, 1~ is n there exist nets (t(i), i), i.e., the CRP consists of n nets and t is a permutation on { 1, . . . . n}. The solution of a given CRP with N nets is a correct wire layout, i.e., N edgedisjoint paths (wires) through the grid, that connect the input and the exit terminals.
Notice, that two paths may cross at a vertex or both bend at a vertex (knock-knee). The segment between two vertical lines i and i + 1 is called column (i, i+ 1). The density of a column (i, i + 1) (local density) is the number of nets (t(l), I) that cross column (i, i + l), i.e.,
The density d of a CRP is the maximum over all columns (i, i + 1) of the local density of (i, i + 1). Obviously the density is a lower bound for the number of tracks, which are needed to construct a correct wire layout.
In [5] Frank proves that a correct wire layout exists for a CRP iff the width m of the channel is greater or equal to the density d. An O(N') algorithm is presented that constructs a wire layout in a channel of width at least d and uses at most one additional column, which is shown to be optimal. Preparata and Lipski [lo] give an O(N) algorithm that uses the minimal number of tracks and at most Ld/2] additional columns, which is not optimal with respect to the number of columns, but their algorithm constructs a wire layout, that always can be wired using only three layers. In general, the problem to decide if a given wire layout is three-layer wireable is &.Y-complete [8] , but every wire layout can be wired in four layers [l] . The most efficient sequential algorithms that produce area-optimal layouts for a channel routing problem are presented by Mehlhorn and Preparata in [9] , and by Kuchem, D. Wagner and F. Wagner in [7] . They have time complexity O(Nlog N), using very sophisticated data structures.
Because of the development of highly parallel computers, the design of efficient parallel algorithms has received an increasing amount of attention.
In the theory of parallel algorithms efficient means, that a speedup to polylogarithmic time is reached with a polynomial number of processors. The class of problems, which admit such a speedup is called &'g (&'ick Pippenger's glass). It is obvious, that &Vis contained in 9. On the other hand, it is unlikely that N&? is equal to 9, i.e., 9 contains problems, for which it is not expected that they are solvable in polylogarithmic parallel time. These are the problems which are proved to be @complete under logspace transformations.
In this paper we present a parallel channel routing algorithm based on Frank's algorithm.
It uses O(logN) time and 0(N2/log N) processors. For a PCRP, the parallel algorithm constructs an area-optimal layout, while for an arbitrary CRP it constructs a wire layout, that uses the optimal number of columns and only a few additional tracks. We thus prove that the problem to determine an area-optimal wire layout for a PCRP, as well as the problem to determine a wire layout with a minimal number of columns for a CRP is in &Y?. Our algorithm is, with respect to the layout area, superior to the parallel channel routing algorithm recently presented by Chang and JaJa [2], which may be viewed as a parallelization of the algorithm of Preparata and Lipski, and uses up to Ld/2j additional columns as well, even for PCRPs. The sequential algorithm of Frank (as well as the algorithm of Preparata and Lipski) proceeds track by track, and for the wiring on one track it proceeds column by column. So, the main difficulty in designing an efficient parallel algorithm for the CRP is to overcome this sequential treatment of the problem. The model of parallel computation we use, is the CREW-PRAM (concurrent read-exclusive write). A CREW-PRAM is a synchronized machine with an unbounded number of processors, all having access to a common memory. Simultaneous access for reads from the same common memory location is allowed, but simultaneous writes into the same common memory location are disallowed. For a detailed description of the CREW-PRAM we refer to [4] .
Description of the sequential algorithm
If m is the width of the channel, the algorithm runs in m phases, where each phase consists of two parts. Each phase of the algorithm gives the routing of the wires on one track. The main part (first part) of each phase describes the routing of wires to the left (left pulling), respectively to the right (right pulling).
During the first part of one phase, say thejth phase (w.1.o.g. thejth phase is a left pulling phase), the algorithm proceeds from the leftmost vertical line which is occupied by an exit terminal, to the rightmost vertical line which is occupied by an exit terminal. For each vertical line I, for which there exists a net (t(r), Q, the algorithm checks if (t(f), I) is a left net at the state of the algorithm, i.e., if aj-i (1) is the vertical line on which the wire connecting t(l) and I ends after the (j-1)th phase of the algorithm (so(l) = t(i)), the algorithm checks if l~aj_ ,(f). If (t(l), I) is a left net, the leftmost vertical line x is determined such that track j is not occupied by a wire between vertical line x and aj-t(/). If 15x, the wire is laid out from ai_, to x (aj(I) :=x), else the wire is laid out from aj-t(l) to the rightmost free grid point to the left of 1. (A grid point is free if it is not occupied by a wire.)
During the second part of the jth phase the algorithm determines all maximal segments of track j, which are not occupied by a wire. If such a segment exists, a right pulling is applied on this segment.
For all nets (t(l),l) that are not laid out during the jth phase to the left or to the right, the wire is laid out vertically down (aj(I) := aj_ ,(I)).
For simplicity we assume that the left upper corner of the CRP is free, and so the algorithm starts with a left pulling. For a wire layout constructed by the algorithm see Fig. 2 .
Theorem 1 [5]. If the density d of the CRP is smaller or equal to the width m of the channel, the algorithm determines a correct wire layout.
The main statement of Theorem 1 is, that after the jth phase of the algorithm, for j< min{d, m}, the density of the CRP decreases by one.
Three different cases appear. If dj denotes the density after the jth phase of the algorithm, then for each jsmin{d,m}
djp,(i,i+l)-lSdj(i,i+l)Sdj_,(i,i+l)+l
for each column (i,i+ l), i.e., the local density of each column decreases by one, remains equal or increases by one.
The local density of a column (i, i + 1) increases by one, if in the (j -1)th phase turns, is the first vertical line to the left (respectively right) of 1, which is not occupied by a wire at that state of the sequential algorithm. The determination of this vertical line turns out to be the main difficulty for the design of an efficient parallel algorithm.
Parallel algorithm for a PCRP
Let us first consider the PCRP. To derive a solvable CRP, we assume that we have one additional free vertical line to the left of the leftmost terminal. With respect to parallel computation, the PCRP has some "nice" properties.
Lemma 2. For a PCRP we have: d'(i,i+l)=d'(i,i+l) forafli, lsisn.

Proof. If d'(i,i+ l)=s, there are exactly i-s nets (t(l),/), with t(l)<i and Isi.
Therefore, there must be exactly s exit terminals to the left of vertical line i, which are not exit terminals of nets, whose input terminal lies to the left of i. Thus, the lemma is proved. 0 As a consequence of Lemma 2, we know that there only exist left nets, that have to detour.
Moreover, for a PCRP the second part of the sequential layout algorithm never applies.
Lemma 3. For a PCRP, the local density of two neighbouring columns is equal, or differs exactly by two.
Proof. For a column (i, i + l), 1 I is n -1, in a PCRP one of the following three situations applies.
(i) The net (t(i), i) is a right net (respectively left net), and there is a right net (respectively left net) (t(l), I), with t(l) = i. Then d(i -1, i) = d(i, i + 1) .
(
ii) The net (t(i), i) is a right net and there is a left net (t(l), I), with t(l) = i. Then d(i-l,i)=d(i,i+
1)+2. (iii) The net (t(i), i) is a left net and there is a right net (t(l), I), with t(l) = i. Then d(i-l,i)=d(i,i+ l)-2. 0
If we have a close look at the sequential algorithm, we observe that the first left net that is laid out over a column is precisely the left net with the leftmost exit terminal, the second left net that is laid out is the left net with the second leftmost exit terminal etc. The parallel layout algorithm for a PCRP consists of three parts. First, for all columns in parallel the nets are determined that have to cross this column. Then, if a correct layout exists the order of succession these nets are laid out is determined. We know that the first left net that is laid out over a column is precisely the left net with the leftmost exit terminal, the second left net, that is laid out, is the left net with the second leftmost exit terminal etc. (for right nets vice versa). Therefore, for a column (i, i+ 1) and a left net (respectively right net) (t(l), 0, the track where (t(l), I) is laid out over (i, i + 1) can be determined from the number of left nets (respectively right nets), that have to cross (i, i + 1) and whose exit terminal is to the left (respectively right) of t(1).
In the third part, the left nets are determined, that have to make a detour, which can be done easily by checking condition (iii) of the proof of Lemma 3. Then for these nets in parallel the vertical lines are determined, where they turn. 
The algorithm can be implemented 
Parallel algorithm for a general CRP
In an arbitrary CRP, there might exist left nets as well as right nets that have to detour. Since Lemmas 2 and 3 cannot be applied, the vertical line where such a net turns is not easy to determine in parallel. Especially, if there is more than one left net (respectively right net) that has to detour, the vertical lines where these left nets (respectively right nets) turn cannot be determined independently for all nets. However, given an arbitrary CRP, we can construct a related PCRP by deleting all free vertical lines (vertical lines with no terminal on it) and introducing dummy nets. The density of the problem may be increased, but as Lemma 4 shows, only by a small limited number.
Let d& (respectively dcRp) denote the global (zmaximal local) right density (left density) of a given CRP, and dpCRp denote the global density of a given PCRP.
Lemma 4. For each CRP there exists a related PCRP, such that
Proof. For an arbitrary CRP, a related PCRP is constructed as follows. Assign the input terminal of the first dummy net to the first free grid point on the upper track, the input terminal of the second dummy net to the second free grid point on the upper track etc., in the same way assign the first free grid point on the lower track the exit terminal of the first dummy net, the second free grid point on the lower track the exit terminal of the second dummy net etc. for an arbitrary column (i i+ l), O< i< n. 0
The related PCRP for the CRP described in Fig. 2 , and the wire layout determined by the parallel algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . Moreover, for a CRP the related PCRP is easy to construct in parallel by the following procedure.
Procedure CRP + PCRP.
Input: A CRP.
Output: A related PCRP with minimal density, by dummy nets Dk. Procedure CRP --, PCRP can be realized in O(log n) time with O(n/log n) processors. Since after the deletion of all free vertical lines n 5 2N, the complexity of the parallel channel routing algorithm for arbitrary CRPs again is O(log N) time using 0(N2/log N) processors.
